**Tailgate Tour**
A wild ramble linking iconic sports venues and the parties they inspire. 6 DAYS

**Appalachian Trail**
Trace parts of the iconic trail that begins in Georgia and ends in Maine. 5–7 DAYS

**The Blues Highway**
A soulful ramble to the roots of American popular music. 3 DAYS

**Natchez Trace Parkway**
The journey from Nashville stuns with natural beauty and American history. 3 DAYS

**Savannah to the Golden Isles**
Explore Georgia’s most elegant city then discover its islands and beaches. 4 DAYS

**Highway 1**
Embark on an adventure that runs the length of the Atlantic Coast. 6 DAYS

**Blue Ridge Parkway**
The beloved byway explores the craggy, misty depths of the Appalachians. 5 DAYS

**The Great Smokies**
Raft over rapids, scan for wildlife and drive two fantastic nature loops. 4–5 DAYS

**Overseas Highway to Key West**
Island-hop your way towards Cuba through the laid-back keys. 3–5 DAYS